


It is essential to the future of fashion.

In order to thrive for decades to come, the industry needs 
brands committed to operating responsibly and giving

consumers climate-conscious choices.

Planet-responsibility is 
a universal obligation.



Accelerated by the events of 2020, we have reached a 
moment that demands collective change.

We welcome this momentous shift.

Where others see an obstacle, we see opportunity.

To reinvent the process from the inside out.

We are for change.



The time is now! 
Fashion can have an 
immediate impact.



We start with a 
simple idea. 

Excess materials are an inevitable 
by-product of today’s fashion 
supply chain.*

This surplus of high-quality leather 
and textiles is a waste of money and 
valuable resources. Storing or destroying 
it generates further negative 
environmental impact.

We see opportunity in rescuing 
this excess.

We can flip the impact switch by turning 
these immediately available and 
otherwise unused materials into 
products that people love.

* By shining a light on the issue of excess, we hope to 
encourage brands and suppliers to work together to 
make tomorrow’s supply chain more efficient.



But exactly how helpful is it to use 
excess material?

It’s huge. 

Up to 80% of a product's 
GHGs (Greenhouse Gas Emissions)

come from the material.



In other words...
by using excess materials, we start the process here.

*Source: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE GLOBAL APPAREL AND FOOTWEAR INDUSTRIES 2018 STUDY 

This is a breakdown* of the percentage of GHG emissions that result from 
each stage of making a product
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The DTC Advantage
As a direct-to-consumer brand, we avoid 
the excess inventory and transportation 
that comes with an extensive wholesale 
business.

Secondary Market
We enable customers to extend the life 
of items that they’re ready to part with 
through RE-AR4, the peer-to-peer 
marketplace that’s integrated into our site. 
RE-AR4 will also sell the vintage and 
thrifted items used to style 
our products.

Internal Logistics & Shipping
We are actively working to limit 
carbon emissions from internal logistics 
and customer shipping. We are always 
trying to reduce the transportation 
required between the material source, 
the production site and distribution center. 
For customer shipping, we encourage 
customers to use UPS Carbon 
Neutral Shipment instead of 
expedited service.

Work in Progress...
Sustainability is a journey not a 
destination. No brand can be 
perfectly sustainable from day one but we 
promise to always be 
honest about both our progress and our 
shortcomings.

How are we taking action?



we-ar4 repurposing high-quality 
available materials to create 

design-to-wear items for 
effortless style

we-ar4 reducing excess as our path to 
climate action and carbon neutrality

we-ar4 circularity

we-ar4 immediate impact



What's our mood?

Effortlessly Casual
Familiar and fashion meets function... 
casual icons...design-to-wear for everyday...
highlighting high-quality materials...attitude in 
impactful details

Authentically Considered
Built on integrity and authenticity... always true 
to our essence and spirit... genuine connection 
through compelling stories

Instinctively Spontaneous
Creative and innovative repurposing of found 
materials...guided by intuition... strategic 
improvisation...design with the thrill of thrift...
limited-edition by nature of the process

Momentous Impact
Creativity led by environmental and social 
responsibility...be the change...imagine a 
better world

Unexpected Wit
Unexpected wit and irony give essential 
designs attitude



We think impact. 

Our industry relationships give us access 
to high-quality* materials that would 
otherwise sit unused, get sold piecemeal 
or be destroyed.

Made with these existing byproducts of 
the supply chain, our products start their 
lifecycle with a neutral carbon footprint.

By shining a light on waste in the fashion 
industry and turning these beautiful yet 
orphaned materials into highly desirable 
products, we are creating scalable 
positive impact.

We multiply this impact through our 
commitment to circularity in timeless 
design, immediate resale capability and 
exclusive use of thrifted pieces in our 
styling.

*Our materials come from suppliers whose clients are 
the world’s best-in-class luxury brands. Our first 
collection uses excess material from Limonta and excess 
leather from Simone.



We imagine design.

We are creating a new fashion sys-
tem. There are no seasons. No runway 
shows. No creative dictation. We are a           
collective of creative talent committed  
to using excess available materials. 

Instead of starting with a blank          
canvas, our design process is reverse              
engineered, a challenging puzzle that 
requires collaboration from skilled and 
experienced individuals every step of  
the way. 

Limited by material availability, our 
capsules are unique editions. Each  
product has its own story with 
narratives about the material source, 
never to be replicated again. 

It’s not easy but we believe creativity 
can thrive within these limitations.



We define essentials.

We create design-to-wear essentials for 
effortless style.

Our essentials are rooted in iconic util-
itarian designs, then twisted, tweaked, 
embellished, reimagined.

In our house: Essential ≠ Basic

We define “Essentials” as the go-to 
items in your closet that you reach for 
every day. Authentically considered. 
They make you feel good, look great.

The more you love an item, the more 
you wear it and the less likely it is to be 
discarded, further reducing the negative 
impact.

Our clothing and accessories are 
uncompromising in creative expression 
and quality. WE-AR4 centers individual 
style over a dictated aesthetic.



We create 
community.

We foster an attitude of responsibility 
by building a community that believes 
positive impact is the currency of the 
future.

Rooted in individuals who value both 
style and purpose, and collaborating 
with industry leaders, creative talent 
and people of influence, we can all work    
together to reduce the environmental 
impact of the fashion industry.

Our communication channels will 
educate, inspire and connect.               
By establishing a responsible brand    
culture and a transparent dialogue 
with customers and partners, we are          
accountable for the change we want 
to effect.
 



We are veteran insiders who have had amazing 
careers in an industry that has been good to us.

It has become clear that we have an opportunity to 
do our part in evolving an industry we love...to be 
more relevant and climate responsible for decades 
to come.

As a collective, our deep experience (over 150   
years and counting), expansive relationships and          
reputations can be leveraged for good.

ANNA BAKST & MICHELE RUTIGLIANO
Co-Founders, WE-AR4

“



WE-AR4 the future 
of fashion.



Thank You


